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Supreme Court of Wisconsin.
STATE ex rel. WEISS et a.
V.
DISTRICT BOARD OF SCHOOL-DIST. NO. 8 OF THE
CITY OF EDGERTON.
The adoption of any version of the Bible as a text book in the public schools of
Wisconsin and the reading therefrom by the teachers without comment, are in.
violation of the Constitutional provisions forbidding sectarian instruction.
The term "Sectarian" is used in the Constitution of Wisconsin in the sense of
the doctrine of some religious people which is not common to all religious people.
The term "Sectarian instruction" in the Constitution of Wisconsin, refers ex-
clusively to instruction in religious doctrines which are not believed by all religious
bodies.
Reading from the Bible is instruction, though unaccompanied by any comment
The stated reading of the Bible in the public schools of Wisconsin is "Worship,"
and the school room a place of worship, within the Constitutional prohibition that
no man shall be compelled to attend, erect or support any place of public worship,
or maintain any ministry, against his consent.
Religion as a system and not as a natural law, cannot be taught in the common
schools of Wisconsin, but morality and good conduct may be inculcated.
Appeal from Circuit Court, Rock County:
The relators filed their petition in the Circuit Court of Rock
County, praying that a writ of mandamus issue to the district
board of school district No. 8 of the city of Edgerton, in said
County, commanding said board to cause the teachers in
the public schools of that district to discontinue the practice,
which had theretofore prevailed, of reading therein selections
from the Bible. The petition is as follows:
" The petition of Frederick Weiss, W. H. Morrisey, Thomas Mooney, James
McBride, J. C. Burns, and John Corbett respectfully shows unto this Court that
your petitioners are, and for many years last past have been, residents and tax-pay-
ers of the city of Edgerton, in Rock county Wis.; that there are in said city of
Edgerton, kept and maintained in accordance with, and in pursuance of, the Re-
vised Statutes of said State of Wisconsin, certain free common schools; that the
residents of the said city of Edgerton, who are taxed for the support of said
schools, are equally entitled to the benefits thereof by having their children in-
structed therein according to law; that your petitioners are parents of children,
which children they are desirous of having educated in said schools; that said
children of your petitioners, respectively, to-wit, Annie Mooney, Ettie Weiss,
Thomas Bums, Nora Corbett, Bessie Corbett, Katie Corbett, Annie McBride, Jane
McBride, and James McBride, are pupils of, and attend said schools for the pur-
pose of receiving instruction. Your petitioners further show that certain of the
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teachers employed by the district board having charge of said schools to conduct
the same, and instruct the pupils attending said schools, read to said pupils, and,
among them, the children of your petitioners above named, each and every day
when said schools are in session and during the hours fixed for the instruction of
pupils, certain portions of the book commonly known as the I Bible;' said teachers
themselves selecting the portions so read, and uniformly using in such reading the
translation of said Bible known as the ' King James Version.' That such reading as
above set forth, was and is a custom followed by certain of said teachers in said
schools. Your petitioners further show that they, and many others of the resi-
dents and tax-payers of said city and school district, whose children attend said
schools, and are under the control and are instructed by the teachers above
named, and who are lawfully entitled to the equal benefits of said schools, are, to-
gether with their said children, members of the Roman Catholic Church, and con-
scientiously believe its doctrines, faith and forms of worship; and that by said
church the version of the scriptures referred to in this petition is taught and be-
lieved to be incorrect as a translation, and incomplete, by reason of the omission of
a part of the books held by such church to be integral portions of the inspired
canon; and itis further taught by the said Roman Catholic Church, and believed
by its members, that the scziptures ought not to be read indiscriminately, inasmuch as
said church has divine authority, as the only infallible teacher and interpreter of
the same, and that the reading of the same without note or comment, and without
being expounded by the only authorized teachers and interpreters thereof, is not
only not beneficial to the children in said schools, and especially to the above
named children of your petitioners, who are membersof said church, but likely
to lead to the adoption of dangerous errors, irreligious faith, practice and worship;
and that by reason thereof the practice of reading the King James Version of the
Bible, commonly and only received as inspired and true by the Protestant religious
sects, is regarded by the members of said Roman Catholic Church, among whom
are your petitioners, as contrary to the rights of conscience, and as wholly con-
trary to, and in violation of, the law; and that your petitioners believe such exer-
cises as are above set forth, and each and all of them, to be sectarian instruction,
and in violation of Section 3, Art. io, of the Constitution of the State of Wiscon-
sin. Your petitioners further show that they, with others of said residents and tax-
payers of said city and school-district, have petitioned and requested said board,
having the control and management of said schools, to interfere, as they lawfully
might and should do, and to direct said teachers to discontinue the unlawful and
wrongful practices and exercises above set forth, and to confine the instruction, to
be given by such teachers, to the studies and branches of knowledge lawfully
provided for the said pupils; but that said boardhas wholly neglected andrefused,
and still does wholly neglect and refuse, to in any way interfere in said matter, and
has and does wholly refuse to perform the duties legally devolving upon it, and
has and does now permit said above-mentioned exercises to be carried on as above
set forth. Wherefore your petitioners pray that a writ of mandamus may issue
from said Court to said district board, commanding said board to cause said teach-
ers to discontinue the practices and exercises above set forth."
Upon such petition an alternative writ of mandamus was is-
sued and served, to which the district board made return as
follows:
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"1 I. The answer of the district board of school-district number eight of the
city of Edgerton, to the amended alternative writ of mandamus issued by the
circuit court for Rock county in the above entitled action. The district board of
school district number eight of the city of Edgerton, for return and answer to the
amended alternative writ of miandamus, issued in the above entitled action, admit
that the said Frederick Weiss, "W. H. Morrisey, Thomas Mooney, James McBride,
J. C. Burns, and John Corbett are, and for many years have been, residents and
tax-payers of the city of Edgerton; that there is, in the city of Edgerton, kept and
maintained in accordance with, and in pursuance of, the statutes of the State of
Wisconsin, a free common school; that the residents of the city of Edgerton
taxed for the support of said school, and having children to be instructed therein,
are entitled to the benefits of such school; that the petitioners, Frederick Weiss,
Thomas Mooney, James McBride, J. C. Burns, and John Corbett, are parents of
children, which they are desirious of having educated in said school, that the
children named in said amended alternative writ are pupils of and attend said
school for the purpose of receiving instruction therein.
"1 The said district board, further answering the allegations of said amended al-
ternative writ, admits that two of the teachers employed by said district board,
and having charge of two of the departments in said school, did, prior to the fil-
ing of this petition of the relators of this action, read to the pupils in their de-
partments daily, when said school was in session, portions of the book known as
the ' Bible;' that said teachers selected the portions of the Bible so read by
them; that these selections so read'were made from the translation of the Bible
known as the ' King James Version,' and that some of the children whose names
are set forth in the said amended alternative writ attended and received instruc-
tion in the departments of said school in which such selections from the Bible
were so read; but said board allege that the children of petitioners were not, and
are not, required o remain in said school during the reading of such portions of
the Bible, but are at liberty to withdraw during such reading, if they desire so
to do.
"1 The said district board, further answering the allegations of said alternative
writ, deny that selections from the Bible were read by all of the teachers in said
school, or that such selections were read in all the departments of said school.
"1 The said district board, further answering the allegations of said amended
alternative writ, admit that the petitioners above named, together with the chil-
dren in said alternative writ named, were and are members of the Roman Cath-
olic Church; that they believe in the doctrines, faith, and forms of.worship of the
Roman Catholic Church, and that by said Roman Catholic Church the translation
of the Bible known as the I King James Version' is believed to be incorrect as a
translation, and incomplete, by reason of the omission of certain books held by
said church to be integral portions of the inspired canon.
"The said district board, further answering the allegations of said amended
alternative writ, admits that it is taught by the said Roman Catholic Church, and
believed by some of its members, that the Scriptures ought not to be read indis-
criminately; that said Roman Catholic Church has divine authority as the only
infallible teacher and interpreter of the Scriptures; and that the reading of the
same without note or comment, and without being expounded by the only autho-
rized teacher and interpreter .thereof, is not only not beneficial to children, but
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likely to lead to the adoption of dangerous errors, irreligious faith, practice, and
"worship; and that by reason thereof the practice of reading the King James
Version of the Bible is regarded by some of the members of the Roman Catholic
Church, and by the petitioners above named, as contrary to the rights of con-
science, and as contrary to, and in violation of, law; and that the petitioners above
named believe the reading of the King James Version of the Bible, as set forth in
said amended alternative writ, to be sectarian instruction, in violation of Section
3, Art. io, of the Constitution of the State of Wisconsin.
"But said district board, further answering the allegations of said amended
alternative writ, upon information and belief deny that the Roman Catholic
Church is the only infallible teacher or interpreter of the Bible; but, on the con-
trary, said board allege, upon information and belief, that every person has the
right to read the Bible, and interpret it for himself; that the claim of the relators
in that regard is sectarian; and that an enforcement thereof would be a violation
of the Constitution of this State. The said district board, upon information and
belief, further deny that the reading of selections from the King James Version of
the Bible, as alleged in said alternative writ, is contrary to the rights of con-
science or in vi6lation of law, or that the same is sectarian instruction, or in vio-
lation of Section 3, of Article io, of the Constitution of this State, or of any
provision or requirement of said Constitution, or of the statutes or the common
law of this State; and the said board, upon information and belief, deny that the
reading of such selections from the Bible by some of the teachers in said school,
in some of the departments thereof, as the same were in fact read, was contrary
to, or in violation of, law, or that the same was, or is, sectarian instruction, or that
the same was, or is, in violation of Section 3, of Article io, of the Constitution of
this State, or that the same was, or is, in violation of any provision or requirement
of the Constitution or the statutes or the common law of this State.
"The said district board, further answering the allegations of said amended
alternative writ, admits, that they have permitted, and now do permit, some of the
teachers in some of the departments of said school to read, without comment, selec-
tions made by such teachers from the King James Version of the Bible; and said
board, upon information and belief, allege that they have the lawful right to per-
mit such selections to be made and read by some of said teachers in some of the
departments of said school.
"The said district board, further answering the allegations of said amended
alternative writ, upon information and belief allege that they have no lawful right
or authority to require the teachers in said schools to discontinue the reading of
selections from the Bible in said school; and'that therefore they ought not, and
cannot, lawfully require said teachers to discontinue thereading of selections
from the Bible in some of the departments in said school.
"II. The said district board for a further answer and return to the allegations
of the amended alternative writ issued by said court in this action, admit that the
petitioners named in said writ, with their children, are members of the Roman
Catholic Church, and that they believe that the translation of the Bible known as
the ' King James Version' is incorrect as a translation, and incomplete, by reason
of the omission of a portion of the books held by the Roman Catholic Church to
be integral portions of the inspired canon. But the said district board, upon in-
formation and belief, allege that the said Roman Catholic Church do also believe
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and teach that the translation of the Bible known as the 'Douay and Rheims
Version,' and commonly called the ' Douay Version,' is correct and complete;
that said church, and the members thereof, constantly use said Douay Version
in the worship conducted in and by said church. And said board, upon infor-
mation and belief, allege that said translation of said Bible known as the 'King
James Version' contains no book, or part of book, not contained in the transla-
tion known as the ' Douay Version;' that the King James Version and the Douay
Version are different translations of the same Bible; that there is no material differ-
ence in said translations ; 0that, while the selections from the Bible read by the
teachers in the school of said district were read trom the King James Version,
the portions and passages so read are contained in the Douay Version, and were
not, and are not, materially different from the translation of tde same portions
and passages of the Bible in the Douay Version, used by said Roman Catholic
Church. The said district board, upon information and belief, further show that
the following are the only portions of said Bible so selected by the said teachers
in said school, and read therein, and that the same were read from the King
James Version of said Bible."
Quotations from the Scriptures are inserted in the answer,
consisting of the Ist, I5th, i 9 th, 23d, 24 th, 27 th, 3 7th,'46th,
iooth, 12Ist, 125th Psalms; Ist, 3d, 13th, i6th, and 2oth
verses of chapter 15 of the Book of Proverbs; the 16th, 2oth,
and 22d chapters of Proverbs; the 2d chapter of Matthew;
the Ist, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9 th, ioth, Iith, I2th,
and 13th verses of the 5th chapter of Matthew; the 1st, 2d,
3d, 4 th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9 th, ioth, irth, i2th, 13th, 14th,
15th, and 16th verses of the 6th chapter of Matthew; the
i 3 th chapter of Matthew; the Ist, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th,
8th, 9th, ioth, iith, 12th, 13th, 14th, i5th, i6th, 17th, i8th,
i9th, 2oth, 21st, 22d, 23d, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27 th, and 28th,
verses of the 25th chapter of Matthew; the first 14 verses of
the I ith chapter of Luke; the first 28 verses of the i 9 th
chapter of Luke; the first 5 verses of the 21st chapter of
Luke; the 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th verses of the i 4 th chap-
ter of Romans; and the 13th chapter of ist Corinthians.
[These citations were peremptorily put aside by LYON, J., in
his opinion, see page 296 infra.] The answer then proceeds
as follows:
" This said district board, upon information and belief, further allege that the
portions of the Bible above set forth, and so selected by said teachers, and read
in said schools, as aforesaid, were not, and are not, sectarian; that the reading of
those portions of the Bible above set forth was not, and is not, sectarian instruc-
tion ; that the reading of the portions of the Bible above set forth was not, and is
not, contrary to the rights of conscience, nor in violation of Section 3 of Article IO
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of the Constitution, or the statutes, or the common law of this State; and that
said Section 3 of Article io of the Constitution was not intended by the people
of said State, when said Constitution was adopted, to prohibit the reading of the
Bible in the schools of said State, and does not prohibit the reading of the Bible
in such schools.
"III. The said district board, for a further answer and return to the amended
alternative writ issued by said court in this action, respectfully shows that prior to,
and at the time of, the filing of the petition of the relators in this action, sailE
school-district number eight was duly formed and organized as a school-district un-
der and in pursuance of the laws of this State; that prior to the time of the filing of
said petition the said school-district owned and maintained a school-house in said dis-
trict; that prior to the time of filing such petition a school with dilyerent depart-
ments therein, was maintained and taught in said school-house under the direction
of said district board; and that such school was being maintained aud taught in
Wid school-house at the time of the filing of the petition of the relators herein.
The said district board further show that, prior to the time of filing said petition,
the district board of said school-district had the right and authority to determine
what school and text-books should be used in the several branches of study pur-
sued in the school of" said district; that, prior to the filing of said petition, the said
district board, in pursuance of their authority, decided and determined what
school and text-books should be used in the school in said district, and made a
list of such books, and adopted the same as the books to be used in said district,
in the manner required by law; that such list was, and is, as follows."
[Here follows a list of such text-books, one of which is the
Bible.] The return then goes on to its close as follows:
"The'said district hoard further show that the trartslation of the Bible selected
and included in said list of text and school books, and adopted by said board,
was, and is, the version thereof known as the 'King James Version,' and that the
readers so selected and included in said list, and adopted by said board, contain
many selections from the King James Version of the Bible. The said district
board further show that said King James Version of the Bible was so selected by
said board, and included in said list of text-books, and adopted by said board, for
the purpose of being used in the general education of the scholars attending said
school, and not for sectarian instruction. The said district board further show
that, when a list of text-books has been made by it, it is by the statutes of this
State prohibited from making any changes in said list for the term of three years;
that it cannot make any change in said list until after the expiration of three years,
without the consent of the State Superintendent; and that three years have not
elapsed since said- list of text-books was so made by said district board. The
said district board, upon information and belief, further show that prior to the
time of reading of the Bible in the school of said district, and prior to the adop-
tion of said list of text-books by said district board, as aforesaid, the Superinten-
dent of Public Instruction in said State of Wisconsin recommended for adoption
and use in the schools of said State a list of text-books; that in such list of text-
books so recommended by said State Superintendent, and as a part thereof, is the
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King James translation of the Bible; and that such recommendation has not
been in any way revoked or withdrawn, but still remains in full force.
"The said district board, for a further return and answer to the amended alter-
native writ issued in this action, allege that said school-district was, long prior to
the reading of the Bible as mentioned in the petition of the relators, duly formed
and organized as a school-district under and in pursuance of the statutes of this
State; that the members of said district board were duly elected and qualified as
required by law; that, as members of such board, they entered upon the dis-
charge of their duties, and the performance of the trusts reposed in them, as mem-
bers of such board; that the school in said district is established and maintained
for the benefit and advantage of all of the children residing in said district be-
tween the ages of four and twenty years; that there are residing in said school-
district, in addition to the children named in the petition of the relators, about
five hundred children, a small proportion of whom are children of Catholic par-
ents, or members of the Roman Catholic Church, but nearly all of whom are
children of Protestant parents; that such school is established and maintained for
the purpose of giving and securing to all of the children within the ages afore-
-aid, residing in said district, as complete an education as the educational facili-
-ties of said district willpermit; that it is the duty of said district board to so maintain
conduct, and control said school that every child within the ages aforesaid, resid-
ing in said district, shall have the advantage of every educational facility that may be
afforded by said school; that the Bible is an important text-book in said school;
that there is no book known to said board that can be used as a text-book in said
school which will take the place of the Bible in said school; that the reading of
the Bible to the children attending said school at suitable and proper times is an
important part in the education of the children attending said school; that the
parents of the children in said district, with the exception of the petitioners and
a very few others, desire that the King James translation of the Bible be used as
a text-book in said school; that the reading of the Bible in said school is not in
any way sectarian instruction in said school, and is not in any way prohibited by
the Constitution or the laws of this State.
" And the said board, upon information and belief, further allege that it is the
duty of said board to require said Bible to be used in said schools as a
text-book at suitable and proper times, when the use thereof will aid in the edu-
cation of the children attending said school; and that said board has no right to
prohibit, and should not attempt to prohibit the use of the Bible in said school at
proper and suitable times, when such use will aid in making more complete the
education of the children attending said school. And said board submits that for
the reasons above set forth they ought not to discontinue the use of the Bible in
the school of said district, and that they have no right nor authority to- discontinue
such use of the Bible in said school.
"Wherefore said board pray the judgment of this Court denying the prayer of
the petition of the relators, and that said board recover their costs and disburse-
ments in this action."
Tije petitioners interposed a general demurrer to such ans-
wer and return, and the same was overruled by the Court, and
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the petitioners appeal to this Court from the order overruling
such demurrer.
Winans & Hyaer,, j. H. V vig'man and H. J. Desmond, for
appellants.
A. A. Jackson and J. P. Towne, for respondent.
LYON, J., March 18, 189o (after stating the facts as above).
The petitioners are residents and tax-payers of the city of
Edgerton, and their children are pupils in the public schools
of that city. They allege in their petition that certain of the
teachers, employed by the district board having charge of such
schools, read daily to the pupils therein, during school hours,
certain portions of King James' Version of the Bible, selected
by the teachers; and that the petitioners have requested the
district board to require the teachers to discontinue such prac-
tice, but the board refuses to do so. The petitioners further
allege that such practice is a violation of certain provisions of
the Constitution of this State, hereinafter more particularly
mentioned, and pray that a writ of wandamus may issue from
the Circuit Court to the school board, commanding such board
to cause the teachers to discontinue the practice and exercises
complained of. Upon the filing of such petition in the Circuit
Court, the usual alternative writ of mandamus was issued, and
served upon the school board. The board made return to
such writ by filing an answer to the petition, admitting the ex-
istence of the practice complained of, and the refusal of the
board to cause it to be discontinued, denying the authority of the
board to interfere with the practice, and alleging that the prac-
practice is legal and proper, and that the Bible is a duly authori-
zed and selected text-book for use in said schools. Furtherstate-
ment of the contents of the petition and answer is hereinafter
made. The petitioners demurred to the answer of the school
board, alleging, as ground of demurrer, that the answer fails to
state facts showing that a peremptory writ of mandamzis as
prayed should not issue. The Circuit Cohrt overruled the de-
murrer, and the petitioners appeal to this Court from the order
in that behalf.
The qucstions which must be adjudicated on this appeal have
been argued by the respective counsel with great ability, and
with all the earnestness of intense personal conviction. The
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arguments and the opinion of the learned circuit judge, over-
ruling the demurrer to the answer of the respondent, show
great learning and historical research, and have been valuable
to us in our deliberations upon the case.
The constitutional objection urged by the petitioners to the
reading of the Bible in the district schools are that (I) it vio-
lates the rights of conscience; (2) it compels them to aid in
the support of a place of worship against their consent,
(Const. Art. I, § 18); (3) it is sectarian instruction (Id. art io,
§ 3). The opinion will be confined quite closely to a discussion
of the question whether the adoption of the Protestant, or
King James Version of the Bible, or any Version thereof, in
the public schools in the city of Edgerton, as a text book, and
the reading of selections therefrom in those schools at the
times and in the manner stated in the answer, is sectarian in-
struction, within the meaning of that term as used in section 3,
art. io, of the Constitution, which ordains that no sectarian in-
struction shall be allowed in the district schools of this State.
I. Some questions as to the effect of the demurrer upon
certain allegations in the answer of the respondent to the peti-
tion for a writ of mandamus will first be considered. It is a
familiar rule that a demurrer to any pleading reaches back
through the whole record, and seizes hold of the first defec-
tivepleading. In this case the petition for a writ of manda-
mus, and the answer of the school board thereto, constitute
the pleadings. Hence, if the petition is insiifficient, judgment
on the demurrer to the answer should go for the respondent,
although the answer may also be insufficient. This rule is in-
voked by the learned counsel for the respondent. It best com-
ports with the gravity and importance of the case to fully con-
sider and determine it upon the merits, to the end that the con-
troversy which has grown out of the practice complained of
be put at rest in this State. Henhe no narrow or technical con-
struction of the pleadings should prevail which will defeat or
postpone a final adjustment of the controversy. The petition-
ers are members of the Roman Catholic Church, and believers
in its doctrines. Hence it is quite natural that most of the
averments in their petition should be made, as they in fact are,
from the stand-point of such doctrines. But should itbe held
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that members of that church have no valid grounds, as such,
for their objections to the reading of the Bible in the district
schools, still the petition contains general averments sufficiently
broad to cover any valid objection to such reading which might
be made by any citizen of the State aggrieved by the action of
the school board. These averments are "that the residents of
said city of Edgerton, who are taxed for the support of said
schools, are equally entitled to the benefits thereof, by having
their children instructed therein according to law;" and that
such reading of the Bible "is contrary to the rights of con-
science, and wholly contrary to and in violation of the law;
and that your petitioners believe such exercises as above set
forth, and each and all of them, are sectarian instruction, and
in violation of section 3, art. io, of the Constitution of the
State of Wisconsin." The answer contains several averments
which counsel claim are admitted by the demurrer, but which
are mere legal conclusions from facts stated therein; such as,that
the reading of the Bible in schools is not sectarian instruction,
or that the school board have lawful right to pernmit, and none
to prevent, such reading of the same. Averments of this
kind, or of facts not well pleaded, are not admitted by a gen-
eral demurrer, to the pleading. (5 Amer. & Eng. Cyclop. Law,
5 51, and cases cited in note 6.)
It is averred in the return that there i8 no material difference
between the King James Version of the Bible, used in the
Edgerton schools, and the Douay Version, which is the only
one recognized by the Catholic Church as correct and com-
plete. It is universally known that there are differences be-
tween these two versions in many particulars, which the re-
spective sects regard as material. Hence the averment is
against common knowledge, and therefore not well pleaded.
Our conclusion is, that if such reading of the Bible is sectarian
instruction, or if it violites any other Constitutional right of
any citizen or sect, the petition is sufficient.
II. In considering whether such reading of the Bible is
sectarian instruction, the book will be regarded as a whole;
because the whole Bible, without exception, has been desig-
nated as a text-book for use in the Edgerton schools, and the
claim of the school board is substantially (although perhaps
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not in terms) that the whole contents thereof may lawfully be
so read therein, if the teachers so elect. This being so, it is
quite immaterial if the portions thereof set out in the return as
the only portions thus far read are not sectarian. Yet it should
be observed that some of the portions so read seem to incul-
cate the doctrines of the divinity of Jesus Christ, and the pun-
ishment of the wicked after death, which doctrines are not ac-
cepted by some religious sects.
III. The courts will take judicial notice of the contents of
the Bible, that the religious world is divided into num-
erous sects, and the general doctrines maintained by each
sect; for these things pertain to general history, and may
fairly be presumed to be subjects of common knowledge. (I
Greenl. Ev. §§ 5, 6, and notes.) Thus they will take cognizance,
without averment, of the facts that there are numerous reli-
gious sects called "Christians," respectively maintaining differ-
ent and conflicting doctrines; that some of these believe the
doctrine of predestination, while others do not; some the doc-
trine of eternal punishment of the wicked, while others re-
pudiate it; some the doctrines of the apostolic succession, and
the authority of the priesthood, while others reject both;
some that the holy scriptures are the only sufficient rule of
faith and practice, while others believe that the only safe guide
to human thought, opinion, and action is the illuminating
power of the divine spirit upon the humble and devout heart ;
some in the necessity and efficacy of the sacraments of the
church, while others reject them entirely; and some in the
literal truth of the scriptures, while others believe them to be
allegorical, teaching spiritual truth alone or chiefly. The
courts will also take cognizance of numerous other conflicts of
doctrine between the sects; also that there are religious sects
which reject the doctrine of the divinity of Christ, among
which is the Hebrew, or Jewish, sect, which denies the in-
spiration and authority of the New Testament; and further,
that the sect known as the "Latter Day Saints," or "Mor-
mons," while accepting the Bible, is reputed to believe the
Book of Mormon, and the deliverances of its own alleged
prophets, to be of equal authority therewith. Many, if not
most, of the above sects include within their membership
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citizens of Wisconsin. A great majority, if not all, of them
base their peculiar doctrines upon various passages of script-
ure, which may reasonably be understood as supporting the
same. It should here be said that the term "religious sect" is
understood as applying to people believing in the same religious
doctrines, who are more or less closely associated or organized
to advance such doctrines, and increase the number of believ-
ers therein. The doctrines of one of these sects which are not
common to all others are sectarian; and the term "sectarian"
is, we think, used in that sense in the Constitution.
IV. Counsel for the school board maintain, in their argu-
ment, that the Christian religion is part of the common law of
England; that the same was brought to this country by the
colonists, and, by virtue of the various colonial charters, was
embodied in the fundamental laws of the colonies; that this
religious element or principle was incorporated in the various
State Constitutions, and in the ordinance of 1787 for the gov-
ernment of the North-West Territory, by virtue of which or-
dinance it became the fundamental law of the territory of
Wisconsin. Numerous quotations are given by him from the
above documents, from the utterances of congress and leg-
islatures, and from the writings of our early statesmen, to
prove these propositions. That the learned counsel have
fairly demonstrated their accuracy is freely conceded. More
than that, counsel have proved that many, probably most, of
those charters, and some of the State Constitutions, not only
ordained and enforced some of the principles of the Christian
religion, but sectarian doctrines as well. They have also at-
tempted, at considerable length, to show that the Church of
Rome is hostile to our common-school system. This Court
neither affirms nor denies the accuracy of this position.
Moreover,-counsel on both sides have argued, to some extent,
as to whether certain religious dogmas are true or false. None
of these matters are material or pertinent to the questions to
be determined on this appeal. This case must be decided
under the Constitution and laws of this State now in force;
and it is entirely immaterial to the decision thereof whether
the interference of the, courts to compel a faithful execution
of the law by school boards is invoked by those who are
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hostile or friendly to our common-school system. The ques-
tion is, what is the law of the case? not, what opinions are
entertained by those who demand its enforcement ? It is scarce-
ly necessary to add that we have no concern with the truth or
error of the doctrines of any sect. We are only concerned to
know whether instruction in sectarian doctrines has been, or,
under existing regulations is liable to be, given in the district
schools of the State, and especially in the public schools of the
city of Edgerton.
V. We come now to the more direct consideration of the
merits of the controversy. The term " sectarian instruction,"
in the Constitution, manifestly refers exclusively to instruction
in religious doctrines, and the prohibition is only aimed at such
instruction as is sectarian; that is to say, instruction in religious
doctrines which are believed by some religious sects, and
rejected by others. Hence, to teach the existence of a supreme
being, of indefinite wisdom, power, and goodness, and that it
is the highest duty of all men to adore, obey, and love Him,
is not sectarian, because all religious sects so believe and
teach. The instruction becomes sectarian when it goes further,
and inculcates doctrine or dogma, concerning which the relig-
ious sects are in conflict. This we understand to be the mean-
ing of the Constitutional prohibition.
That the reading from the Bible in the schools, although un-
accompanied by any comment on the part of the teacher, is
" instruction," seems to us too clear for argument. Some of
the most valuable instruction a person can receive may be de-
rived from reading alone, without any extrinsic aid by way of
comment or exposition. The question, therefore, seems to
narrow down to this: Is the reading of the Bible inthe schools
-not merely selected passages therefrom, but the whole of
it-sectarian instruction of the pupils ? In view Qf the fact
already mentioned, that the Bible contains numerous doctrinal
passages, upon some of which the peculiar creed of almost
every religious sect is based, and that such passages may reas-
onably be understood to inculcate the doctrines predicated
upon them, an affirmative answer to the question seems un-
avoidable. Any pupil of ordinary intelligence who listens to
the reading of the doctrinal portions of the Bible will be more
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or less instructed thereby in the doctrines of the divinity of
Jesus Christ, the eternal punishment of the wicked, the
authority of the priesthood, the binding force and efficacy of
the sacraments, and many other conflicting sectarian doc-
trines. A most forcible demonstration of the accuracy of this
statement is found in certain reports of the American Bible
Society of its work in Catholic countries (referred to in one
of the arguments), in which instances are given of the con-
version of several persons from "Romanism" through the
reading of the scriptures alone; that is to say, the reading of
the Protestant or King James Version of the Bible converted
Catholics to Protestants without the aid of comment or ex-
position. In those cases the reading of the Bible certainly was
sectarian instruction. We do not know how to frame an argu-
ment in support of the proposition that the reading thereof in
the district schools is not also sectarian instruction.
It should be observed, in this connection, that the above
views do not, as counsel seemed to think they may, banish from
the district schools such text-books as are founded upon the
fundamental teachings of the Bible, or which contain extracts
therefrom. Such teachings and extracts pervade and orna-
ment our secular literature, and are important elements in its
value and usefulness. Such text-books are in the schools for
secular instruction, and rightly so ; and the Constitutional pro-
hibition of sectarian instruction does not include them, even
though they may contain passages from which some inferences
of sectarian doctrine might possibly be drawn. Furthermore,
there is much in the Bible which cannot justly be character-
ized as sectarian. There can be no valid objection to the use
of such matter in the secular instruction of the pupils. Much
of it has great historical and literary value, which may be thus
utilized without violating the Constitutional prohibition. Itmay
also be used to inculcate good morals,-that is, our duties to
each other,-which may and ought to be inculated by the
district schools. No more complete code of morals exists than
is contained in the New Testament, which reaffirms and em-
phasizes the moral obligations laid down in the ten command-
ments. Concerning the fundamental principles of moral
ethics, the religious sects do not disagree.
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VI. It is urged on behalf of the school board that the Con-
stitution must be interpreted in the light of the surrounding
circumstances existing when it was framed and adopted,
and that contemporaneous exposition thereof is of great
authority. Cases in this Court and elsewhere are cited to these
propositions. Undoubtedly, they are correct rules of interpre-
tation, applicable alike to constitutions, statutes and all written
instruments, where the language employed is of uncertain im-
port; but, if the words of the instrument are unambiguous,
there is no room for construction outside the words them-
selves, and the above rules cease to be controlling or import-
ant. It is proper, however, to consider the constitutional pro-
hibition in the light of such rules of interpretation. On the
subject of contemporaneous exposition, counsel refers us to the
uniform action of the department of public instruction in
this State, from 1858 to the present time, recommending
the Bible as a text-book in the district schools, as evi-
dence that the Constitutional provision under consideration
was not understood by the framers of that instrument, or
the people who adopted it, as excluding from such schools
the reading of the Bible. The action of the department upon
the subject, showing, as it does, the opinions of the eminent
scholars and teachers who have presided over it for a long
series of years, is entitled to great weight, and on a doubtful
question of construcfion would doubtless be held controlling.
But we do not think the true interpretation of the Constitu-
tional provision under consideration is doubtful or uncertain,
or that any extraneous aid is required in order to interpret it
correctly; hence our judgment cannot properly be controlled
by the action of the department of public instruction, or the
opinions of its learned chiefs. The fact probably is that the
practice of Bible reading in the district schools was not ser-
iously challenged at the outset, and not subjected to close
legal scrutiny until the policy of the department had become
fixed. It was but natural that such policy should, to some
extent at least, be thereafter adhered to.. It is further said that
the practice of reading the Bible in the district schools pre-
vailed generally after the adoption of the Constitution. This
is claimed t6 be a most persuasive fact, showing that it was
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not the intention of the framers of the Constitution, and the
people, to prohibit the practice. We do not know how the
fact was, but we must be permitted to doubt whether the prac-
tice was ever a genqral one in the district schools of the State.
We are quite confident that it is not so at the present time. It
was said in the argument, and not denied, that the practice
does not prevail in the public schools in any of the larger
cities of the State. But, were the fact otherwise, for the rea-
sons above stated, it would not be controlling.
It may not be uninstructive to consider somewhat certain
other circumstances, existing when the Constitution was
adopted, which may fairly be presumed to have influenced the
inserting therein of the provision against "sectarian instruc-
tion" in the district schools. The early settlers of Wisconsin
came chiefly from New England and the middle States. They
represented the best religious, intellectual, and moral culture,
and the business enterprise and sagacity, of the people of the
States- from whence they came. They found here a territory
possessing all the elements essential to the development of a
great State. They were intensely desirous that the future
State should be settled and developed as rapidly as possible.
They chose from their number wise, sagacious, Christian men,
imbued with the sentiments common to all, to frame their
Constitution. The Convention assembled at a time when im-
migration had become very large, and was constantly increas-
ing. The immigrants came from nearly all the countries of
Europe, but most largely from Germany and Ireland. As a
class, they were industrious, intelligent, honest, and thrifty;
just the material for the development of a new state. Be-
sides, they brought with them, collectively, much wealth.
They were also religious and sectarian. Among them were
Catholics, Jews, and adherents of many Protestant sects.
These immigrants were cordially welcomed, and it is manifest
the convention framed the Constitution with reference to at-
tracting them to Wisconsin. Many, perhaps most, of these
immigrants came from countries in which a State religion was
maintained and enforced, while some of them were non-con-
formists, and had suffered under the disabilities resulting from
their rejection of the established religion. What more tempt-
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ing inducement to cast their lot with us could have been held
out to them than the assurance that, in addition to the guaran-
tees of the right of conscience and of worship in their own way,
the free district schools in which their children were to be, or
might be educated, were absolute common ground, where
the pupils were equal, and where sectarian instruction, and
with it sectarian intolerance, under which they had smarted in
the old country, could never enter? Such were the circum-
stances surrounding the convention which framed the Consti-
tution. In the light of them, and with a lively appreciation
by its members of the horrors of sectarian intolerance, and
the priceless value of perfect religious and sectarian freedom
and equality, is it unreasonable to say that sectarian instruct-
ion was thus excluded, to the end that the child of the Jew or
Catholic, or Unitarian, or Universalist, or Quaker, should not
be compelled to listen to the stated reading of passages of
scripture which are accepted by others as giving the lie to the
religious faith and belief of their parents and themselves ?
It is argued that the reading of the Bible in the district
schools is not included in the Constitutional prohibition of
sectarian instruction therein, because the Bible is not specific-
ally mentioned in the Constitution. It is said that, if it was
intended that such reading was to be excluded, it would have
been so provided in direct terms. The argument may be
plausible, but is believed to be unsound. Constitutions deal
with general principles and policies, and do not usually de-
scend to a specification of particulars. Such is the character
of the provision in question. In general terms, it excludes
sectarian instruction, and the exclusion includes all forms of
such instruction. Its force would or might have been weakened
had the attempt been made to specify therein all the methods
by which such instruction may be imparted. We have a
statute upon this general subject which must not be overlooked.
Section 3, C. 251, Laws 1883, amending Section 514, Rev.
St., provides that in cities "no text-books shall be permitted
in any free public schools which will have a tendency to incul-
cate sectarian ideas." Of course, this applies to the pub-
lic schools of the city of Edgerton. This statute certainly
emphasizes the Constitutional prohibition, although it may not
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extend its scope. It is, in effect, a legislative declaration that
the use of text-books which have "a tendency to inculcate
sectarian ideas" is sectarian instruction, prohibited by the
Constitution. For the reasons above stated, we cannot doubt
that the use of the Bible as a text-book in the public schools,
and the stated reading thereof in such schools, without re-
striction, "has a tendency to inculcate sectarian ideas," and is
sectarian 'instruction, within the meaning and intention of the
Constitution and the statute.
VII. The answer of the respondent states that the relators'
children are not compelled to remain in the school-room
while the Bible is being read, but are at liberty to withdraw
therefrom during the, reading of the same. For this reason
it is claimed that the relators have no good cause for com-
plaint, even though such reading be sectarian instruction. We
cannot give our sanction to this position. When, as in this
case, a small minority of the pupils in the public school is ex-
cluded, for any cause, from a stated school exercise, particu-
larly when such cause is apparent hostility to the Bible, which
a majority of the pupils have been taught to revere, from that
moment the excluded pupil loses caste with his fellows, and is
liable to be regarded with aversion, and subjected to reproach
and insult. But it is a sufficient refutation of the argument
that the practice in question tends to destroy the equality of
the pupils which the Constitution seeks to establish and pro-
tect, and puts a portion of them to serious disadvantage in
many ways with respect to the others.
VIII. The foregoing views render unnecessary any ex-
tended discussion of the question whether such reading of
the Bible is or may be a violation of the rights of conscience,
guaranteed by Section 18 of the Bill of Rights. (Article I,
Const.) There has been considerable discussion concerning
the limitations of that right. That there are limitations thereto
must be conceded. For example, a Mormon may believe that
the practice of polygamy is a religious duty; yet no court
would regard his conscience in that behalf for a moment,
should he put his belief into practice. The petition alleges
that, in addition to their objections to the King James Ver-
sion, the relators have conscientious scruples against the read-
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ing of any version of the Bible to their children, either in the
district schools or elsewhere, without authoritative note, com-
ment, or.exposition, because the practice may lead their chil-
dren to adopt dangerous errors, and irreligious faith, practice,
and worship. When we remember that wise and good men
have struggled and agonized through the centuries to find the
correct interpretation of the Scriptures, employing to that end
all the resources of great intellectual power, profound scholar-
ship, and exalted spiritual attainment, and yet with such widely
divergent results; and, further, that the relators conscientiously
believe that their church furnishes them means, and the only
means of correct and infallible interpretation-we can scarcely
say their conscientious scruples against the reading of any ver-
sion of the Bible t6their children, unaccompanied by such inter-
pretation, are entitled to no consideration. But, however this
may be, it may safely be said, .and nothing further need be
said upon the subject, than that when a man's conscience coin-
cides with the law, and he obeys its dictates, he will be
protected.'
IX. Whether the reading of the Bible in the public schools
is religious worship, and whether it constitutes the school-
house, for the time being, a place of worship, and, if so,
whether such reading during school hours, as a school exer-
cise, against the consent of a tax-payer, compels him to sup-
port a place of worship, within the meaning of Section 18 of
the Bill of Rights, are questions which will not be here dis-
cussed. These questions are considered in an opinion by Mr.
Justice CASSODAY filed herewith.
X. A number of cases in different States, supposed to have
a bearing upon the main question here considered and deter-
mined, have been cited, and quiotations made :therefrom at
considerable length by the respective counsel, and by the Cir-
cuit Judge in his elaborate opinioh overruling the demurrer
to the answer. None of the States in which those decisions were
made seem to have in their Constitutions a direct prohibition
of sectarian instruction in the public schools. It is believed
that this State was the first which expressly embodied the
prohibition in its fundamental law, and we are not aware of
any direct adjudication of the question under consideration
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by any court previously to Judge BENNETT'S decision in this
case, except (as we are informed) the late Judge STEWART de-
cided, in some case before him in the Circuit Court of Sauk
county (but at what time we are not advised), that the Con-
stitution prohibits the reading of the Bible in the district
schools. Practically, therefore, we are now determining a
question of first impression, and it must be determined upon
general principles of law. Cases from which only mere in-
ferences, more or less remote, can be deduced, afford but
little aid to correct judgment in this case. Hence the cases
cited have not been specially referred to in this opinion. Some
of them are nearer in point on the question considered by Mr.
Justice CASSODAY, and he has referred to and commented upon
them in his opinion, infra.
XI. The drift of some remarks in the argument of counsel
for the respondent, and perhaps, also in the opinion of Judge
BENNETT, is, that the exclusion of Bible reading from the dis-
trict schools is derogatory to the value of the Holy Scriptures,
a blow to their influence upon the conduct and consciences of
men, and disastrous to the cause of religion. We most em-
phatically reject these views. The priceless truths of the
Bible are best taught to our youth in the church, the Sabbath
and parochial schools, the social religious meetings, and,
above all, by parents in the home circle. There, these truths
may be explained and enforced, the spiritual welfare of the
child guarded and protected, and his spiritual nature directed
and cultivated, in accordance with the dictates "of the parental
conscience. The Constitution does not interfere with such
teaching and culture. It only banishes theological polemics
from the district schools. It does this, not because of any
hostility to religion, but because the people who adopted it be-
lieved that the public good would thereby be promoted, and they
so declared in the preamble. Religion teaches obedience to
law, and flourishes best where good government prevails.
The Constitutional prohibition was adopted in the interest of
good government; and it argues but little faith in the vitality
and power of religion to predict disaster to its progress be-
cause a Constitutional provision, enacted for such a purpose, is
faithfully executed.
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The order of the Circuit Court overruling the demurrer of
the relators to the answer to the school board must be re-
versed, and the cause remanded, with directions to that Court
to give judgment for the relators on the demurrer, awarding a
peremptory writ of mandamus, as prayed in the petition.
CASSODAY, J.. (concuring.) The gravity of the questions
involved in this case are fully appreciated. They have re-
ceived the careful consideration of all the members of the
Court. The writing of the formal opinion has fallen to the
lot of Mr. Justice LYON. At his suggestion, a separate pre-
sentation of one branch of the case is here made. Before en-
tering upon its direct discussion, however, but as leading to
it, a few general observations may not be wholly unprofitable.
It is undoubtedly true, as once observed by Mr. Justice BALD-
WIN that, "in the construction of the Constitution, we must
look to the history of the times, and examine the state of
things existing when it was framed and adopted, to ascertain
the old law, the mischief, and the remedy:" Rhode Island v.
J1 sachuseas (1838), 12 Pet. (37 U. S.) 723.
A few years later, Mr. Justice STORY said:
"Perhaps the safest rule of interpretation, after all, will be found to be, to look
to the nature and objects of the particular powers, duties, and rights, with all the
lights and aids of contemporary history; and to give to the words of each, just
such operation tnd force, consistent with their legitimate meaning, as may fairly
secure and attain the ends proposed:" Prig' v. Pennsylvania (1842), I6 Pet.
(41 U. S.) 61o, 6xi.
These observations were, of course, made with reference to
our Federal Constitution, but they are equally applicable to
our State Constitution. In so far as the rules there suggested
may aid in the construction of the provisions of our Constitu-
tion here involved, they may properly be invoked. It is prob-
ably in this view that counsel have dwelt so extensively upon
the history of the Christian church, and its status under dif-
ferent charters and constitutions; although much of it has a
very remote, if any, bearing upon the questions here pre-
sented.
All are familiar with the fact that the Jews, in the time of
the apostles, were divided into "the sect of the Sadducees,"
and "the sect of the Pharisees." Paul declared, in the pres-
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ence of Agrippa, "that, after the straitest sect" of their re-
ligion, he had "lived a Pharisee;" and, when Tertullus charged
him with being "a ringleader of the sect of the Nazarenes,"
he boldly confessed "that after the way which they" called
"heresy," or, as the new version has it, "a sect," he had wor-
shiped or served the God of his fathers; and afterwards, to
the "chief of the Jews" at Rome, he discoursed "concern-
ing this sect," and persuaded "them concerning Jesus, both
from the law of Moses and from the prophets." Of course,
"the sect of the Nazarenes" subsequently acquired the more
honorable name of "Christians." As the centuries rolled on,
and Christians became more numerous, disputes arose among
themselves, from time to time, in matters of faith, doctrine,
practice, and interpretation of certain passages of Scripture;
and these led to repeated divisions and subdivisions, until the
different sects of Christians became very numerous. There is
no purpose here of indicating that the Holy Scriptures,-the
Old and New Testament,---if considered as a whole, and fully
comprehended, would exclude from the promises therein con-'
tained any of the human race complying with the essential
conditions therein prescribed; but since every translation
made by man must be more or less imperfect, and since the
application of particular passages is liable to be made with
partial apprehension, and biased, or even distorted, judgment,
it is easy to perceive how texts of Scripture may be read
with such an emphasis and tone as to become excessively
sectarian.
While the members of any particular sect may be willing
to have one of their own number read the Bible in the public
schools, yet they are not always willing to concede the same
to a member of a sect believing in an opposite faith or doct-
rine. But the law is impartial, and has given no rights to any
one sect that is not equally secured to every other. The re-
lation of the church to the Scriptures has been a subject of
controversy ever since the Reformation. Upon that question,
even Protestants have differed. Some have gone so far as to
say that "the Bible, and the Bible only, is the religion of Pro-
testants;" while others have declared that "the living church
is more than the dead Bible, for it is the Bible, and something
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more." The relations of Church and State have been the
subject of discussion for many centuries; and at certain times,
and in certain nations of Europe, one particular sect has been
the established church of the State, and at other times, or in
other nations, the belief of some other sect has been the
established religion; while other sects, not so favored, were
either exterminated altogether, or permitted to remain on
conditions more or less disagreeable and humiliating. These
discriminations naturally generated bitterness, enmities, and
even cruel war among brethren. Many of the early immi-
grants to this country had felt the despotism of such intoler-
ance, and came hither in consequence of it. They came from
different countries of Europe, and, consequently, had experi-
enced different types of intolerance. Some of them were as
-arrow minded, in such matters, as their oppressors had been;
and hence no sooner acquired civil power than they them-
selves became intolerant towards all sects except their own.
Such divisions, controversies, and contentions among profess-
ing Christians were supposed by many to be repugnant to the
sublime teachings and fraternal spirit revealed to the world
through Jesus Christ.
Many of the colonists, especially when they came to
the formation of State governments, proved to be suffi-
ciently broad and liberal to exact nothing for themselves nor
their particular sect that they were unwilling to grant to
every other citizen and his particular sect. This benign spirit
seemed to extend, as its wisdom became more manifest by ex-
perience. True, the Constitution of South Carolina, adopted
in 1778, declared that the "Christian Protestant religion" was
the "established religion'" of that State; but that was modified
in 1790 so as to secure freedom, and prevent discrimination or
preferences, in worship or religion. The Constitution of
North Carolina of 1776 excluded from office all non-believers
in the Protestant religion, or the divine authority of the Old
or New Testament; while the Constitution of Delaware of the
same year, made every official subscribe to a confession of
faith; but that was abrogated 16 years afterwards, and equal
protection was extended to all sects. So the first Constitu-
tions of Maryland, Massachusetts, and New Hampshire, and,
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later, of Connecticut, provided for the support, by taxation
or otherwise, of the Christian, or Protestant Christian religion,
with more or less toleration guaranteed to other sects. Such
direct sanction and toleration seem to have been inspired by a
lingering attachment for, or a sympathy with, the European
theory of union between Church and State. But the several
States of New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Vermont, and
Virginia from the first, and, later, Maine and Rhode Island, of
the New England States, and every, or nearly every, State ad-
mitted into the Union after the organization of the federal
government, expressly secured, in effect, in their respective
State Constitutions, the equal freedom of every religious
sect, organization, and society, with a guarantee against pref-
erence or discrimination. So firm had become the public
conviction in favor of a broad liberality and equal protection
in such matters, at the time of the organization of our nat-
ional government, that although the Federal Constitutiori, as
originally adopted, did not mention or refer to the subject, yet
the first session of the first congress proposed the first amend-
ment to that instrument, prohibiting congress from making
any "law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibit-
ing the free exercise thereof," notvithstanding no power had
therein been granted to enact such a law, and no such lav
could be legally enacted without such grant of'power first be-
ing made.
The learned counsel for the school board contends, in effect,
that the third of the "articles of compact between the orig-
inal States and the people and States" carved out of the old
"North-West Territory" is still in force in Wisconsin; and
that under it this State is required and bound to directly fos-
ter and encourage " religion " through schools and education.
Assuming such to be the meaning of the article,-which is, to
say the least, debatable,--still it is only necessary here to say,
in addition to what is said by my associate, that by the adopt-
ion of our State Constitution, and the admission of the State
into the Union, that article became superseded, and ceased to be
longer in force. This has, in effect, been firrily settled by the
repeated decisions of the Supreme Couft of the United States:
Pollardv. Hagan (1845), 3 How. (44 U. S.) 212; Permoliv. First
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i11ztic~alY(I845), Id. 609; Straderv. Graham (I85o), ioId.(5 I
U. S.) 94, 97; Escanaba Co. v. Chicago (1883), 107 U. S. 678 ;
Cardwell v. Bridge Co. (1885), 113 Id. 205 ; Hutse v. Glover
(1886), 1 i9 Id. 543; Sands v. Improvement Co. (1887), 123 Id.
288; Bridge Co. v. Hatch (1888), 125 Id. 9 .
The question, therefore recurs, whether the provisions of our
State Constitution here involved, when construed with reference
to the evils, or supposed evils, thereby sought to be suppressed,
and the object or purpose thereby sought to be secured, per-
mitted or prohibited the stated reading of the Bible as a text-
book in the public schools. Wisconsin, as one of the later
States admitted into the Union, having before it the exper-
ience of others, and probably in view of its heterogeneous pop-
ulation, as mentioned in the opinion of my associate, has, in
her organic law, probably furnished a more complete bar to
any preference for, or discrimination against, any religious
sect, organization, br society, than any other State in the
Union. Our State Constitution expressly prohibits any relig-
ious test as a qualification for office, or the exclusion of any
witness in consequence of his religious opinion. (Section 19,
art. I.) Aside from the clause just referred to, and the one
against sectarian instruction, so fully considered by my
Brother LYON, our State Constitution provides that-
"(I) the right of every man to worship Almighty God according to the dictates
of his own conscience shall never be infringed; (2) nor shall any man be com-
pelled to attend, erect, or support any .place of worship, or to maintain any minis-
try, against his consent; (3) nor shall any control of, or interference with, the rights
of conscience be permitted, or any preference be given by law to any religious
esfablishments or modes of worship; (4) nor shall any money be drawn from
the treasury for the benefit of religious societies, or religious or theological 'semi-
naries." (Section iS, art. i.)
The decisions of Courts in States having no such constitu-
tional prohibition, of course can have no application to the
case at bar. The question thus presented is not one of sec-
tarian predilection, nor of religious belief, nor of theological
conception, nor of sentiment, but one of fundamental law. It
is no part of the duty of this Court to make or unmake, but
simply to construe this provision of the Constitution. All
questions of political and governmental ethics, all questions of
policy, must be regarded, as having been fully considered by
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the convention which framed, and conclusively determined by
the people who adopted, the Constitution more than 40
years ago. The oath of every official in the State is to sup-
port that Constitution as it is, and not as it might have been:
Railroad Co. v. Taylor Co. (1881), 52 Wis. 58; Lake Co. v.
Rollins (1889), 130 U. S. 672. That oath is to be kept sacred,
with strict integrity of purpose, and without any sectarian, re-
ligious, or political bias or equivocation.
In considering the meaning of the section of the Constitu-
tion quoted, we are to remember that canon of construction
adverted to by my associate, and aptly expressed by MAR-
SHALL, C. J., in these words :
"Although the spirit of an instrument, especially of a Constitution, is to be re-
spected not less than its letter, yet the spirit is to-be collected chiefly from its
words. It would be dangerous in the extreme to infer from extrinsic circum-
stances that a case for which the words of an instrument expressly provide shall
be exempted from its operation." Surges v. Crowninsfield (r8i9), 4 Wheat. (47
U. S. 202)
Similar expressions have come to us from the same Court
within a year:
"If the words convey a definite meaning which involves no absurdity, nor any
contradiction of other parts of the instrument, then that meaning, apparent on the
face of. the instrument, must be accepted, and neither the courts nor the legisla-
ture have the right to add to it or take from it :" Lake Co. v. Rollins (1889),
130 U. S. 670.
The first and third clauses of the section of the Constitu-
tion quoted are similar in their scope, and may therefore be
considered together. They read:
"(i) The right of every man to worship Almighty God according to the dictates
of his own conscience shall never be infringed; * * * (3) nor shall any con-
trol of, or interference with, the rights of conscience be permitted, or any prefer-
ence be given by law to any religious establishment or modes of worship."
This language is quite similar to, and may have been taken
in part from, the Constitution of Pennsylvania, as well as
other States. In commenting upon a similar clause in the
Pennsylvania Constitution, in the celebrated Girard Will Case
(idal v. Girard's Er'rs. (1848,) 2 How. (43 U. S), 198), Mr.
Justice STORY, speaking for the whole Court, observed:
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", Language more comprehensive for the complete protection of every variety of
religious opinion could scarcely be used; and it must have been intended to ex-
tend equally to all sects, whether they believed in Christianity or not, and whether
they were Jews or infidels. So that we are compelled to admit that, although
Christianity be a part of the common law of the State, yet it is so in this qualified
sense that its divine origin and truth are admitted, and therefore it is not to be
maliciously and openly reviled and blasphemed against, to the annoyance of be-
lievers or the injury of the public. Such was the doctrine of the supreme court of
Pennsylvania in Urdegraph v. Comm. (1824), 11 Serg. & R. (Pa.) 394."
In commenting upon a similar clause in the Ohio Constitu-
tion, Mr. Justice THURmAN, speaking for the whole Court, said"
"We sometimes hear it said that all religions are tolerated in Ohio; but the ex-
pression is not strictly accurate. Much less accurate is it to say that one religion
is a part of our law, and all others only tolerated. It is not by mere toleration
that every individual here is protected in his belief or disbelief. He reposes not
upon the leniency of government, or the liberality of any class or sect of men,
but upon his natural, indefeasible rights of conscience, which, in the language of
the Constitution, are beyond the control or interference of any human authority.'
Bloom v. Richards (1853), 2 Ohio St. 390.
In considering the two clauses quoted from our Constitu-
tion, we are to bear in mind the general proposition conceded
by all, that our State Constitution is not a grant, but a limita-
tion, of powers. State v. Forest Co. (1889), 74 Wis. 415.
Viewed in this light, and it will readily be perceived that these
clauses operate as a perpetual bar to the State, and each of
the three departments of the State government, and every
agency thereof, from the infringement, control or interference
with the individual rights of every person, as indicated therein,
or the giving of any preference by law to any religious sect or
mode of worship. They presuppose the voluntary exercise of
such rights by any person or body of persons who may de-
sire, and by implication guarantee protection in the freedom of
such exercise. We neithei have, nor can have, in this State,
under our present Constitution, any statutes of toleration, nor
of union, directly or indirectly, between Church and State, for
the simple reason that the Constitution forbids all such pre-
ferences and guarantees all such rights. But the exercise of
such rights by one person, or any given number of persons,
cannot be so extended as to interfere with the exercise of
similar rights by other persons, nor so far as to prevent the
legitimate exercise of the police powers of the State in pre-
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serving order, securing good citizenship, the administration of
law, and the Sabbath as a day of rest: Stansbury v. Marks
(1793), 2 Dall. (2 U. S.) 213 ; ComM. v. Wof (1817), 3 Serg. &
R. (Pa.) 48; Comm. v. Lesher (1828), 17 Id. 155; McGatrickv.
Wason (1855), 4 Ohio St. 566; Simon v. Gratz (1831), 23
Amer. Dec. 33 ; Shoverv. State (1850), IO Ark. 259; Ferriter
v. Tyler (1876), 48 Vt. 469; State v. Judge (1887), 39 La.
An. 133. Such statutes come within no Constitutional pro-
hibition, and are founded upon an impregnable basis. The
two clauses mentioned recognize the existence of different
religious establishments or sects, and different modes of wor-
ship; but they do not have so direct a bearing upon the ques-
ion here presented as the second, and fourth clauses, which
will now be considered.
The second clause of the section quoted is to the effect that
no man shall "be compelled to attend, erect, or support any
place of worship, or to maintain any ministry, against his con-
sent." Is the stated reading of the Bible in the public schools,
as a text-book, "worship," within the meaning of this clause?
As indicated in the clauses already considered, the word "wor-
ship," as here used, includes any and every mode of worship-
ing Almighty God. Webster has defined it as-
" The act of paying divine honors to the Supreme Being; religious reverence
and homage; adoration paid to God, or a being viewed as God. * * * ' The
worsbip of God is an eminent part of religion, and prayer is a chief part of re-
ligious worship."'
Worcester defines it as-
" (3) Adoration; a religious act of reverence; honor paid to the Supreme Be-
ing, or by heathen nations to their deities. ' Worship consists in the performance
of all those external acts, and the observance of all those rites and ceremonies, in
which meh engage with the professed and sole view of honoring God. * *
They join their vocal worship to the quire of creatures wanting voice.' * .
(4) Honor; respect; civil deference."
The Imperial defines it as-
" (4) Chiefly and eminently, the act of paying divine honors to the Supreme
Being; or the reverence and homage paid to Him in religious exercises, consisting
in adoration, confession, prayer, thanksgiving, and the like."
The Bible Dictionary declares that-
"The worship of God, both spiritual and visible, private and public, by indi-
viduals, families and communities * * * is abundantly commanded in His
-word."
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In theology, we are told that-
" The honor which is due in a peculiar sense to God consists, supremely, in re-
ligious worship, in making Him the object of our supreme affection, and rendering
to Him oursupreme obedience." i Dwight's Theo. 555.
Certainly, the reading of the holy scriptures, as the eternal
word of God, in obedience to the often-repeated. injunction
therein contained, whether by the individual in private, or in
the family, or in the public assembly, is an essential part of
divine worship. Every sermon is based upon some text
of scripture. Most prayers are preceded by the reading
of some passage of scripture, as an intelligent guide to the
thoughts of the worshiper or worshipers. The sermon on the
mount contains the prayer taught by the blessed Lord. Is it
possible for any genuine believer in the Christian religion to read
or listen to the reading of that sermon, and especially that
prayer, without being filled with a holy sense of honor, rever-
ence, adoration, and homage to Almighty God, which is the very
essence of worship ? We must hold that the stated reading of
the Bible in the public schools as a text-book may be "wor-
ship" within the meaning of the clause of the Constitution
under consideration. If, then, such reading of the Bible is
worship, can there be any doubt but what the school-room in
which it is so statedly read is a "place of worship," within the
meaning of the same clause of the Constitution? Counsel
seem to argue that such place of worship should be con-
fined to some church edifice, or place where the members of a
church statedly worship. Some of the earlier Constitutions
having similar clauses, used the words "building" and
"church." Manifestly, the words "place of worship " were
advisedly used, as applicable to any "place " or. structure
where worship is statedly held, and which the citizen is "com-
pelled to attend," or the tax-payers are compelled "to erect or
support." The mere fact that only a small fraction of the
school hours is devoted to such worship in no way justifies
such use, as against an objecting tax-payer. If the right be
conceded, then the length of time so devoted becomes a
matter of discretion. If such right does not exist, then any
length of time, however short, is forbidden.
The relators, as tax-payers of the district, were compelled to
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aid in the erection of the school building in question, and also
to aid in the support of the school maintained therein. (Sec-
tions 430, 43oa, San. & B. Ann. St.) Being thus compelled to
aid in such erection and support, they have a legal right to
object to its being used 'as a "place of worship." In fact, it
has been held that it can be devoted to no other use, as against
an objecting tax-payer. School Dist. V. Arnold(I867), 21 Wis.
657. In that case a temperance society obtained permission
from a majority of the electors present at a school meeting,
duly called, to hold its meetings in the school-house; but it
was held that such electors had no authority to thus divert its
use. The present chief justice, speaking for the Court, among
other things said-
"The statute has not given the board, nor the electors of the district, any
authority to permit a school-hduse to be used for a meeting of the Sons of Tem-
perance, or anything of the kind. So the action of the electors of the district
* * * was wholly unauthorized and furnished no defense to the action."
To the same effect are Spencer v. School-Dist. (I875), 15 Kan.
259; Dorton v. Hearn (i878), 67 Mo. 30 1; Scofeld v. Schod
Dist. (i858), 27 Conn. 499; Weir v. Day, (1878), 35 Ohio St. 143.
There are cases of a contrary import, but it is very certain
that, as against an objecting tax-payer, such school-house can-
not be devoted to a use expressly forbidden by the Constitution
of the State; as, for instance, as a place of worship.
There is another feature of the clause we are considering
which requires attention. Under our statutes the children of the
relators, between certain ages, were bound to attend some public
or private school for a certain period of each year: (Section
489a, San. & B. Ann. St. chapter 121, Laws 1879; chapter
298; Laws 1882, chapter 73; Laws 1887), superseded by
section 489 b (San. & B. Ann. St. chapter 519, Laws 1889). In
the case of a poor man, incapable of educating his children at
private expense, they are "compelled to attend" such school
without the consent of themselves or their parents, notwith-
standing it is, in a limited sense, a place of worship; and" in
the case of men of property it might impose an unauthorized
burden. This, as we understand, is prohibited by the clause
of the Constitution we are considering.
The fourth clause of the section of the Constitution quoted
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declares, in effect, that no money shall "be drawn from the
treasury for the benefit of religious societies, or religious or
theological seminaries." As argued by the learned counsel
for the school board, the word " treasury," in this clause prob-
ably refers to the State treasury. But we are to remember that
the school in question'receives annually from the State treas-
ury its proportionate share, not only of the school fund in-
come, (section 554, Rev. St.; section 3, c. 124, Laws 1885 ; and
chapter 277, Laws 1887) but also of the one-mill tax (section
o7oa, San. & B. Ann. St. ; chapter 287, Laws 1885). The
question thus recurs whether the money thus drawn from the
State treasury for the maintenance and support of the schools
in question is for the benefit of-a religious seminary, within
the meaning of this clause of the Constitution. A seminary
is defined by Webster as-
"A place of training ; institution of education; a school, academy, college, or
university, in which young persons are instructed in the several branches of learn-
ing which may qualify them for their future employments."
It manifestly includes institutions of learning or education
of different grades. But a religious seminary of any one
grade is just as effectually forbidden as a religious seminary of
any higher or other grade. The thing that is prohibited
is the drawing of any money from the State treasury for the
benefit of any religious school. If the stated reading of the
Bible in the school as a text-book is not only, in a limited
sense, worship, but also instruction, as it manifestly is, then
there is no escape from the conclusion that it is religious in-
struction; and hence the money so drawn from the State
treasury was for the benefit of a religious school, within the
meaning of this clause of the Constitution.
The Constitutions of Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and
some other States differ so widely from ours as to make the
adjudications in those States almost wholly inapplicable to the
question here presented. It is conceded that no decision has
been found, under Constitutional provisions like ours, squarely
sustaining the ruling of the learned trial Court. Some things
have been said in some of the cases cited, arising under some-
what similar Constitutional provisions, that mayseem to support
it. Among these are Donaloe v. Riclzards (1854), 38 Me. 379;
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Ferriterv. Tyler (I876), 48 Vt. 444; Moore v. Monroe (1884), 64
Iowa, 367; .Aillardv. Board (1887), 121 I1.297. TheMaine case,
largely involving other considerations, is based, in part, upon
decisions under Constitutions widely differing from ours, and
was decided under a Constitution containing none of the pro-
visions upon which especial stress is here laid. The same is
partially true of the Vermont case. The same is true in a
limited sense of the Iowa and Illinois cases, and in neither of
which is any adjudication cited. The following cases seem to
be in harmony with the conclusions we have reached: State v.
Hallock (1882), I6 Nev. 373; Boardv. k/inor (1872), 23 Ohio
St. .2 1; State v. White (1882), 82 Ind. 278; Spencer v. School-
Dist., supra; Dorton v. Hearn, supra ; Scofield v. School-Dist.,
supra; and Weir v. Day, supra. They are, moreover, in har-
mony with prior decisions of this Court: Mlorrow v. Wood
(1874), 35 Wis. 59; School-Dist. v. Arnold, supra. In the
Nevada case, the decision was adverse to the use of the
Catholic Bible. We deem it unnecessary to enter upon an
extended analysis of the numerous adjudications cited, since
the Constitutional provisions here involved rest upon us with an
imperative command. The unanimous result of our deliber-
ations is as directed by Mr. Justice LYON.
ORTON, J. I must fully and cordially concur in the deci-
sion and in the opinions of Justices LYON and CASSODAY in this
case. It is not needful that any other opinion should be writ-
ten, but I thought it proper to state briefly some of the reasons
which have induced such concurrence in the decisions:
"The right of every man to worship Almighty God according to the dictates of
his own conscience shall never be infringed; nor shall any man be compelled
to attend, erect, or support any place of worship; * * * nor shall any con-
trol of, or interference with, the rights of conscience be permitted, or any preference
be given by law to any religious establishments or modes of worship." Const.
art. I, 18.
"No religious test shall ever be required as a qualification for any office of
public trust under the State, and no person shall be rendered incompetent to give
evidence in any court of law or equity, in consequence of his opinions on the sub-
ject of religion." Id. 19. The interest of the school fund, "and all other
revenues derived from the school lands, shall be exclusively applied," etc., "to
the support and maintenance of common schools in each school-district," etc.
Id. art. 10, 2, subd. I. "The legislature shall provide by law for the establish-
ment of district schools, which shall be as nearly uniform as practicable; and
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such schools shall be free, and without charge for tuition, to all children between
the ages of four and twenty years; and no sectarian instruction shall be allowed
therein." Id. 3- " Each town and city shall be required to raise by tax annu-
ally for the support of common schools therein a sum not less," etc. Id. " 4.
" Provision shall be made by law for the distribution of the income.of the school
fund among the several towns and cities of the State for the support of common
schools therein," etc. Id. 5.
These provisions of the Constitution are cited together to
show how completely this State, as a civil government, and all
its civil institutions, are divorced from all possible connection
or alliance with any and all religions, religious worship, religious
establishments, or modes of worship, and with everything of a
religious character or appertaining to religion; and to show
how completely all are protected in their religion and rights
of conscience, and that no one shall ever be taxed or com-
pelled to support any religion or place of worship, or to attend
upon the same, and more especially to show that our common
schools, as one of the institutions of the State created by the
Constitution, stand, in all these respects, like any other insti-
tution of the State, completely excluded from all possible
connection or alliance with religion or religious worship, or
with anything of a religious character, and guarded by the
Constitutional prohibition that "no sectarian instruction shall
be allowed therein." They show, also, that the common
schools are free to all alike, to all nationalities, to all sects of
religion, to all ranks of society, and to all complexions. For
these equal privileges and rights of instruction in them, all are
taxed equally and proportionately. The constitutional name,
"common schools," expresses their equality and universal
patronage and support. Common schools are not common as
being low in character or grade, but common to all alike, to
everybody, and to all sects or denominations of religion, but
without bringing religion into them. The common schools,
like all other institutions of the State, are protected by the
Constitution from all " control or interference with the rights
of conscience," and from all preferences given by law to any
religious estaiblishments or modes of worship. As the State
can have nothing to do with religion except to protect every
one in the enjoyment of his own, so the common schools can
have nothing to do with religion in any respect whatever.
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They are as completely secular as any of the other institutions
of the State, in which all the people alike have equal rights
and privileges. The people cannot be taxed for religion in
schools more than anywhere else. Religious instruction in
the common schools is as clearly prohibited by these general
clauses of the Constitution as religious instruction or worship
in any other department of State supported by the revenues
derived from taxation.
The clause that "no sectarian instruction shall be allowed
therein " was inserted ex industria to exclude everything per-
taining to religion. They are called by those who wish to have
not only religion, but their own religion, taught therein, "God-
less schools." They are Godless, and the educational depart-
ment of the government is Godless, in the same sense that the
executive, legislative, and administrative departments are God-
less. So long as our Constitution remains as it is, no one's
religion can be taught in our common schools. By religion
I mean religion as a system, not religion in the sense of natural
law. Religion in the latter sense is the source of all law and
government, justice and truth. Religion, as a system of belief,
cannot be taught without offense to those who have their own
peculiar views of religion, no more than it can be without
offense to the different sects of religion. How can religion,
in this sense, be taught in the common schools, without taxing
the people for or on account of it? The only object, pur-
pose, or use for taxation by law in this State must be ex-
clusively secular. There is no such source and cause of strife,
quarrel, fights, malignant opposition, persecution, and war,
and all evil in the State, as religion. Let it once enter into
our civil affairs, our government would soon be destroyed.
Let it once enter into our common schools, they would be
destroyed. Those who made our Constitution saw this, and
used the most apt and comprehensive language in it to prevent
such a catastrophe.
It is said, if reading the Protestant version of the Bible in
school is offensive to the parents of some of the scholars, and
antagonistic to their own religious views, their children can
iretire. They ought not to be compelled to go out of the
school for such a reason for one moment. The suggestion
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itself concedes the whole argument. That version of the Bible
is hostile to the belief of many who are taxed to support the
common schools, and who have equal rights and privileges in
them. It is a source of religious and sectarian strife. That is
enough. It violates the letter and the spirit of the Constitu-
tion. No State Constitution ever existed that so completely
excludes and precludes the possibility of religious strife in the
civil affairs of the State, and yet so fully protects all alike in
the enjoyment of their own religion. All sects and denomi-
nations may teach the people their own doctrines in all proper
places. Our Constitution protects all, and favors none. But
they must keep out of the common schools and civil affairs.
It requires but little argument to prove that the Protestant
version of the Bible, or any other version of the Bible, is the
source of religious strife and opposition, and opposed to the
religious belief of many of our people. It is a sectarian book.
The Protestants were a very small sect in religion at one time,
and they are a sect yet, to the great Catholic Church, against
whose usages they protested, and so is their version of the
Bible sectarian, as against the Catholic version of it.
The common school is one of the most indispensable, useful,
and valuable civil institutions this State has. It is democratic,
and free to all alike, in perfect equality, where all the children
of our people stand on a common platform, and may enjoy
the benefits of an equal and common education. An enemy
to our common schools is an enemy to our State Government.
It is the same hostility that would cause any religious denomi-
nation that had acquired the ascendency over all others, to
remodel our Constitution, and change our Government, and
all of its institutions, so as to make them favorable only to
itself, and exclude all others from their benefits and protection.
In such an event, religious and sectarian instruction will be
given in all schools: Religion needs no support from the
State. It is stronger and much purer without it.
This case is important and timely. It brings before the
Courts a case of the plausible, insidious, and apparently inno-
cent entrance of religion into our civil affairs, and of an assault
upon the most valuable provisions of the Constitution. Those
provisions should be pondered and heeded by all of our people,
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of all nationalities, and of all denominations of religion, who
desire the perpetuity, and value the blessings, of our free
Government. That such is their meaning and intdrpretation
no one can doubt, and it requires no citation of authorities to
show. It is religion and sectarian instruction that are ex-
cluded by them. Morality and good conduct may be incul-
cated in the common schools, and should be. The connection
of Church and State corrupts
despotic.
This case is of more thanusual interest.
It suggests to the American public
for consideration, questions of the
first importance as to the function of
the State in relation to religion under our
systems of constitutional government.
Since the celebrated case of Minor v.
The Board of Education (1872), 23
Ohio St. 2UI, no case has arisen to
which general attention has been
directed on the subject of the constitu-
tional aspects of the Bible in the public
schools. This would appear strange in
view of the unwearied assertion of the
rights of the individual before the law
that has marked the last two decades,
did we not consider that the American
citizen, with all his radicalism of
thought, is conservative to the last
degree as to his institutions. The use
of the Bible in the public schools has
so long been considered a matter of
fact in most of the communities through-
out the land, that many people create
for themselves a "statute of limitations"
against any proposition looking to its
displacement. But to the assertion of
constitutional rights there is no bar,
and sooner or later, notwithstanding
the dominance of custom, it is safe to
say all the States will be obliged to
consider, in at least some of their as-
pects, the questions raised by the prin-
cipal case. The Supreme Court of
Wisconsin deserves well of the Ameri-
can people for its dignified and careful
discussions embodied in the three opin-
VOL. XXXVIII.-2j.
religion, and makes the State
ions printed above, and it is to be ex-
pected that its views will aid the Courts
of the Union very materially in reach-
ing correct conclusions in the premises.
It is proposed in this note to ccllate
the authorities upon the subject in hand
together with the relevant provisions of
the various Constitutions.
The first case of the kind was Dona-
hue v. Richards (1854), 38 Me. 379.
The action was trespass on the case by a
child, through her father and nextfriend,
against the superintending school com-
mittee, to recover damages for mali-
ciously, wrongfully and unjustifiably
expelling her from one of the town
schools in Ellsworth, Maine. The
plaintiff was fifteen years of age, and
was expelled for refusing to read in the
school, of which she was a member,
the Protestant version of the English
Bible, which had previously been or-
dered to be read therein by the defend-
ants. It was decided that (i) the
defendants, acting in good faith as
public officers, were not liable in dam-
ages for erroneous judgment in matters
submitted to their determination. The
Act of 1850, C. 193, Art. 5, I, estab-
lished the powers and duties of super-
intending school committees, "to expel
from any school, any obstinately diso-
bedient and disorderly scholar, after a
proper investigation of his behaviour, if
found necessary for the peace and use-
fulness of the school: also to restore
him to the school, on satisfactory evi-
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dence of his repentance and amend-
ment."
(2) By the Act the superintending
school committee were also authorized
and required "to direct the general
course of instruction and what books
shall be used in the public schools."
This power of selection, vested in the
committee by the legislature, was not
subject to control by the courts. The
committee acting in good faith, might
select immoral books and there would
be no redress in the courts.
(3) The power to select was enforce-
able by requiring obedience to the
selection.
(4) The constitutional objection was
thus considered: The Constitution of
the State (Art. 1, Sec. 3) asserted the
"unalienable right to worship Almighty
God according to the dictates of their
own conscience," and provided that
"no one should be hurt, molested or
restrained in his person, liberty or
estate, for worshipping God in the
manner and season most agreeable to
the dictates of his conscience." It
prohibited the subordination or prefer-
ence of any sect or denomination to
another, being established by law. It
forbade religious tests or qualifications
for offices or trusts under the State.
The object of the first of these clauses
was said to be "to protect all, the
Mabomedan and the Brahmin, the Jew
and the Christian, of every diversity of
religious opinions, in the unrestrained
liberty of worship and religious profes-
sion, provided the public peace should
not thereby be- endangered nor the
worship of others obstructed. It was
to prevent pains and penalties, impri-
sonment or the deprivation of social or
political rights, being imposed as a
penalty for religious professions and
opinions."
As to the second of the clauses, it
was held there was no subordination or
preference within the constitutional in-
tendment, since the Bible was not used
for instruction in theological doctrines,
but all that was alleged was that the art
of reading was taught by it. The Court
said, "it would be a novel doctrine
that learning to read out of one book
rather than another, or out of one trans-
lation rather than another conceded
to be proper, was alegislative preference
of one sect to another when all that is
alleged is, that the art of reading only
was taught, and that without the slight-
est indication of or instruction in theo-
logical doctrines."
The third clause prohibiting religious
tests was thus considered: "But no
requirements as to belief are made
essential to entitle a scholar to the
benefits of the common schools of the
State. He may be a Jew or Mabome-
dan, a Catholic or Protestant, he many
believe much or little, according to the
instructions received at home, and for
no such cause is he to be deprived of
instruction. The State opposes no test
or other impediment for the purpose of
debarring any one from the public
schools." The claim of the plaintiff
was said to be much more liable to the
exception that it tended to create the
subordination or preference of one sect
or denomination over another. "The
right of one sect to interdict or expur-
gate, would place all schools in subordi-
nation to the sect interdicting or ex-
purgating." The same right of inter-
diction might be asserted as to any
other book claimed by the authorities
of any church to teach religion. "This
would give the authorities of any sect
the right to annul any regulation of the
constituted authorities of the State as to
the course of study and the books to be
used. It is placing the legislation of
the State in the matter of education, at
once and forever, in subordination to
the decrees and the teachings of any
and all sects, when their members con-
scientiously believe such teachings. It
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at once surrenders the power. of the
State to agovernment not emanating
from the people, nor recognized by the
Constitution."
The real inquiry was stated to be
"whether any book opposed to the
real or asserted conscientious views of
a scholar can be legally directed to be
used as a school book, in which such
scholar can be required to read. * * *
It is the claim of an exemption from a
general law because it may conflict with
the particular conscience." If sound,
the Court said, it would operate in-
definitely. "As the existence of con-
scientious scruples as to the reading of
a book can only be knoon from the as-
sertions of the chdd, its mere assertion
must suice for the exclusion oJ any
book in the reading or in the hearing of
which it may allege a wrong to be
done to its religious conscience." If
the right to exclude an objectionable
reading book belonged to one child, it
belonged to all, and as to all books.
And the eflect of the contention, itwas
concluded, was, that the right of the
majority to govern in such matters.was
handed over to the minority, perhaps a
minority of one. Accordingly, the
action was not sustained.
The next case was Spiller v. Inhabi-
tants of Woburn (1866), 12 Allen
(Mass.) 127, (abstract in 6 AMERICAN
LAW REGISTER N. S. 315). See note
infra page 33o . The public statutes
of Massachusetts (Cap. 44, See. 32)
provided: "The school committee
shall require the daily reading in the
public schools of some portion of the
Bible, without written note or oral
comment; but they shall not require a
scholar, whose parent or guardian in-
forms the teacher in writing that he has
conscientious scruples against it, to
read from any particular version, or to
take any personal part in reading; nor
shall they direct to be purchased or
used in public schools, school books
calculated to favor the tenets of any
particular sect of Christians." The
Constitution of the State (Part i, Art.
II) contained the clause "No subject
shall be hurt, molested or restrained
in his person, liberty or estate, for wor-
shipping God in the manner and sea-
son most agreeable to the dictates of
his own conscience ;" and the Public
Statutes of the State (Cap. 47, Sec. 1o)
enacted," No person shall be excluded
from a public school on account of the
race, color, or religious opinions of the
applicant or scholar." The school
committee of Woburn passed an order
that the schools of the town should be
opened each morning with reading from
the Bible and prayer, and that during
the prayer each scholar should bow the
head, unless his parents requested that
he might be excused from doing so. A
pupil refused to comply with the order
to bow the head, her parents having re-
fused to request that she be excused.
from doing so. The child was expelled.
The action was brought to recover dam-
ages for illegal exclusion. The court
decided that
(i) The power of the school com-
mittee of a town to pass all reasonable
rules and regulations for the govern-
ment, discipline and management of
the schools under their general charge
and superintendence was clear and un-
questionable.
(2) No more appropriate method
than the exercise required to be ob-
served, couid be adopted of keeping in
the minds of both teachers and schol-
ars that one of the chief objects of
education, according to Massachusetts
statutes, was to impress on the minds of
children and youth committed to their
care and instruction, the principles of
piety and justice, and a sacred regard
for truth.
(3) The school committee could not
pass an order or regulation requiring
pupils to conform to any religious rite
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or observance, or to go through with
any religious forms or ceremonies,
which were inconsistent with or con-
trary to their religious convictions or
conscientious scruples.
(4) But the rule in force did not
prescribe an act which was necessarily
,one of devotion or religious ceremony,
but required only quiet and decorum dur-
ing the religious service with which the
school was opened. It did not require
the pupil to join in the prayer, and did
not even require the bowing of the
'head if the parent requested, and no
objection therefore existed to the reas-
onableness and validity of the order.
In 1872, the case of Board of Edz-
cation of Cincinnati -v. Minor, et at
(1872), 23 Ohio St. 211, came before
the Supreme Court of Ohio. The pro-
ceedings in the lower court,-the Su-
perior Court of Cincinnati,-(see ab-
stract in 9 AMERIcAN LAv REGISTER,
N. S. 255) were as follows: The
Board of Education had passed two
new resolutions: (i) "That religious
instruction and the reading of religious
books, including the Holy Bible, are
prohibited in the common schools of
Cincinnati." * * * (2) Repeal-
ing the previous rule (in force since
1852) requiring the opening of schools
by reading of the Bible and singing. A
bill for injunction was brought by cer-
tain tax-payers, to enjoin the Board
and certain of its members and officers
from carrying into effect the two reso-
lutions. Eminent counsel appeared on
each side, among whom, on behalf of
the Board of Education, was the late
Justice MATTHEWS, (of the Supreme
Court of the United States), then prac-
ticing at the Ohio bar. The ground for
the complaint was that the State Con-
stitution provided, (Art. I, Sec. 7)-
"Religion, morality and knowledge,
however, being essential to good gov-
ernment, it shall be the duty of the
general assembly to pass suitable laws
to protect every religious denomination
in the peaceful enjoyment of its own
mode of public worship, and to en-
courage schools and the means of in-
struction," and (Art. 6, Sec. 2)-" The
General Assembly shall make such pro-
visions, by taxation or otherwise, as,
with the income arising from the school
trust fund, will secure a thorough and
efficient system of common schools
throughout the State." It was con-
tended, (i) That the constitutional pro-
visions required religious instruction
in the public schools, and (2) That the
requirement was self-operative without
the assistance of legislation. The
Supreme Court, composed of Judges
HAGANS, STOVER, and TAFT, granted
the injunction as prayed for, judge
TAFT dissenting. Judge HAGA-s, of
the majority, advocated the theory
previously expounded by Dr. Seelye in
the Bibliotheca Sacra (Vol. XIII, No.
52), that the State was entitled to use
religion for its political value, and to
require religious instruction to be given
in public institutions, and that, upon
this theory, the Constitution of Ohio
asserted that religion was necessary to
the State; that, therefore, in Ohio
religious instruction could not be ex-
cluded from the public schools. Judge
STOVER, arguing from the recognition
of the Bible in the statutes and cus-
toms of the State (e. g. that the fam-
ily Bible was exempt from execution,
that apprentices and prisoners were to
be supplied with Bibles, that ministers
were authorized to preach to convicts,
and that the Bible was found in Courts
of justice and sworn upon), held that
revealed religion, as made known in
the Holy Scripture, was that alone that
was recognized by the Constitution and
legal enactments of the State, and on
the postulates of judge HAGANS' opin-
ion, the Bible could not be legislated
against by a Board of Education.
Judge TAFT, dissenting, in a vigorous,
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and (in the judgment of the writer)
unanswerable argument, showed, inter
alia, (i) That the religion referred to
in the Ohio Bill of Rights, was not
sectarian religion, but reverence and
love toward God and charity toward
men; (2) That it did not mean the
Protestant Christian religion; (3) That
the reading of the Protestant version of
the Bible, with the Protestant form of
prayer, was an act of worship and was
sectarian religious instruction; (4) That
under the Ohio Constitution, Protestant
Christians, although constituting the
majority of the people, were not alone
entitled to protection and recogni-
tion in the matter of religious instruc-
tion and worship in public institutions.
For the whole case in the Super-
ior Court, with the arguments of
counsel and the opinions of the Judges,
see " The Bible in the Public Schools"
(Robt. Clarke & Co., Cincin., 1870).
The Supreme Court, on appeal, reversed
the lower court on the following grounds:
(i) Religious instruction under the
Constitution of Ohio was not required
in the public schools; (2), The require-
ment of the Constitution, whatever it
was, was not self-operative so as to
bind the Courts without legislation,
which had not been had. "The truth
is," said the Court "that these are mat-
ters left to legislative discretion, subject
to the limitations on legislative power,
regardingreligious freedom,contained in
the bill of rights" and the legislature
not having acted, the Board of Educa-
tion could not be compelled to permit
the reading of the Bible in the schools.
The Court, however, did not fail to
consider the religious question on its
merits, affirming substantially the
propositions of Judge Taft's dissenting
opinion in the lower court.
Considering the matter of religion in
the schools in its general aspects, the
Court said (pp. 248-253): "Properly
speaking, there is no such thing as
' religion of State.' What we mean by
that phrase is the religion of some in-
dividual or sect of individuals, taught
and enforced by the State. The State
can have no religious opinions; and if
it undertakes to enforce the teaching of
such opinions, they must be the opinions
of some natural person or class of per-
sons. * * * Legal Christianity is
a solecism; a contradiction of terms.
When Christianity asks the aid of
Government beyond mere inpartial
.trotection, it disowns itself. Its laws
are divine, and not human. Its essen-
tial interests lie beyond the reach and
range of human governments. United
with government, religion never rises
above the merest superstition; united
with religion, government never rises
above the merest despotism; and all
history shows us that the more widely
and completely they are separated the
better it is for both. * * * If it
be true that our law enjoins the teach-
ing of the Christian religion in the
schools, surely, then, all the teachers.
should be Christians. Were I such a
teacher, while I should instruct the
pupils that the Christian religion was
true and all other religions false, I
should tell them that the law itself was
an unchristlian law. One of my first
lessons to the pupils would show it to
be unchristian. That lesson would be:
' Whatsoever ye would that men should
do to you, do ye even so to them, for
this is the law and the prophets.' I
could not look the veriest infidel or
heathen in the face, and say that such a
law was just, or that it was a fair speci-
men of Christian republicanism. I
should have to tell him that it was an
outgrowth of false Christianity and not
one of the ' lights' which Christians are
commanded to shed upon an unbeliev-
ing world. * * * Government is
an organization for particular purposes.
It is not almighty, and we are not to
look to it for everything. The great
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bulk of human affairs and human in-
terests is left by any free government to
individual enterprise and individual
action. Religion is eminently one of
these interests, lying outside the true
and legitimate province of govern-
ment."
The only other case of the exact
kind was M oore v. AMonroe (1884), 64
Iowa 367; S. C. 24 ANERICAN LAw
REGISTER 252. The case arose on an
application for an injunction to prevent
the reading or repeating of the Bible,
or any part thereof, and to prevent the
singing of religious songs in the school.
The Iowa code (Sec. 1764) enacted
"The Bible shall not be excluded from
any school or institution in this State,
nor shall any pupil be required to read
it contrary to the wishes of his parent
or guardian." Held, under this provi-
sion, it was a matter of individual option
with school teachers as to whether they
will use the Bible in school or not.
The Constitution of the State (Art. I,
Sec. 3,) declared: "The general as-
sembly shall make no laws respecting
an establishment of religion, or pro-
hibiting the free exercise thereof; nor
shall any person be compelled to attend
any place of worship, pay tithes, taxes
or other rates, for building or repairing
places of worship or the maintenance
of any minister or ministry." Held,
this provision did not prevent the use
of the Bible in the public schools. The
reading of the Bible in school did not
make it a place of worship within the
meaning of the Constitution.
Said the Court: "The object of the
provision, we think, is, not to prevent
the use of a public building as a place
for offering prayer or doing other acts
of religious worship, but to prevent the
enactment of law, whereby any person
can be compelled to pay taxes for build-
ing, or repairing any place, designed to
be used distinctively as a place of wor-
sh'p. * * * * It is, perhaps, not
to be denied that the principle carried
out to its extreme logical results, might
be sufficient to sustain the appellant's
position, yet we cannot think that the.
people of Iowa, in adopting the Con-
stitution had such an extreme view in
mind." In answer to the objection
that it was compulsory religious exer-
cises, it was said, as in the Massa-
chusetts case, the plaintiff's children
were not required to be in attendance
at the exercises.
This somewhat hesitating judgment
of the Iowa Supreme Court was based
upon the principle laid down in the
earlier cases of Townsend v. Hagan
(1872), 35 Iowa 194, and Davis v.
Boget (1878), 50 Id. II. In Tozmsend
v. Hagan, it was held, the electors of a
school district may legally permit the
school houses in the district to be used
for the purposes of religious worship
and Sunday-schools. It was said,
those who attend either religious wor-
ship on tle Sabbath, or select schools,
do so voluntarily, and, upon the agreed
statement of facts that there was no ap-
prehension or danger of injury to the
school houses beyond ordinary wear, or
that other property was likely to be in-
jured, the Court thought the electors of
the district, in their discretion, could
authorize the temporary use of the
school building for religious eiercises.
In Davis v. Booget, the constitutional
objection was directly raised, and the
Courtheld that the occasional use of the
building did not convert it into a place
of worship, and there could be no ob-
jection by the non-consenting tax-payer,
since, in the particular case, indemnity
was given against injury from the use
of the building.
A. contrary view to that of the Court
in the above two cases, has been taken
in other States. In Scofield v. Eighth
School District (1858), 27 Conn. 499,
an injunction against the use of the
school building for religious meetings
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and Sunday-schools was granted. In
School District No. 8 v. Arnold (1867),
21 Wis. 657, against its use for a meet-
ing of the Sons of Temperance; in
Wer v. Day (I78), 35 Ohio St. 143,
against its use for a private school; in
Dorton v. Hearn (1878), 67 Mo. 30,
against its use for a Sunday school; and
in Spencer v. Joint School District No.
6(1875), 15 Kan. 259,its use for any
private purpose was enjoined. The
Court said, in the last of these cases, that
the use of a public school house for any
private purpose, such as the holding of
religious or political meetings, * *
is unauthorized by law, and may be re-
strained at the instance of a tax-payer,
and this though a majority of the elect-
ors and tax payers of the district assent
to such use and an adequate rent is paid
therefor.
In Illinois, however, the Iowa deci-
sion of Davis v. Boget (supra), has
been followed. In'deciding in iVichols
v. School Directors (1879), 93 I11. 61,
that the temporary use of a school house
for religious worship, when not occupied
br needed for schools, was not uncon-
stitutional, the Supreme Court of the
State said: "Religion and religious
-worship are not so placed under the
ban of the Constitution, that they may
not be allowed to become the recipient
of any incidental benefit whatsoever
from the public bodies or authorities of
the State."
These cases as to the use of public
school buildings for other than school
purposes do not quite touch the specific
question in hand. The two cases per-
"haps nearest in principle, without being
exactly in point, are .5ilIlard v. Board
of.Education (1887), 121 Ill. 297, and
State of.Nevada v. Hallock (1882), i6
1Nev. 373-
In lfillard v. Board af Education,
the public school was held in the base-
ment of a Catholic church. Catholic
teachers and pupils were required to
attend at the church and to say mass
before the assembling of school, but the
board of education did not require it.
The Catholic "Angelus" prayer was
said by the pupils and teachers when
school closed at noon. The prayer was
not required by any regulation of the
board or rule of the school. It was
apparently a voluntary matter among
teachers and scholars, which in no
manner injured complainant. Held, a
bill for injunction against the board of
education was properly dismissed. Said
the Court: "Hadtheboardof education
required any particular religious doc-
trine to be taught in the public schools,
or established any religious exercises,
sectarian in character, and complainant's
children were required to receive such
religious instruction in the school, and
conform to the sectarian exercises estab-
lished, he might have good ground of
complaint." It was ruled that the free
schools under Illinois law, are institu-
tions provided where all children of the
State may receive a good common school
education. The schools have not been
established to aid any sectarian denomi-
nation, or assist in disseminating any
sectarian doctrine, and no board of
education or school directors have any
authority to use the public funds for
such a purpose.
The case of State ofVevada v. Hal-
lock (sirta), was an application for a
mandamus to compel the State con-
troller to audit and issue his warrant on
the State treasurer for expenditures in-
curred by the Nevada Orphan Asylum,
approved by the majority of the board
of asylum commissioners, under Act of
1881 appropriating funds for the relief
of the several orphan asylums of the
State. The controller refused, under
Art. XI, Sec. io, of the Constitution,
providing, "No public funds of any
kind or character whatever, state, county
or municipal, shall be used for sectarian
purposes." In this asylum, Catholic
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religious services were held. Protestant
children were required to be present
and were required to kneel, although
not to join in the prayers, which were
articulated by others. Held, the insti-
tution was given its character by the
nature of the services. It was sectarian.
A religious sect was defined to be "1 a
body or number of persons, united in
tenets, but constituting a distinct party
by holding doctrines different from
those of other sects or people," and
every sect of that qharacter was said to
be sectarian within the meaning of that
word as used in the Constitution." The
mandamus was denied. In addition to
Art. XI, See. io, there were specific
provisions against sectarian instruction
as follows: Art. XI, Sec. 2. Any
school district which should allow in-
struction of a sectarian character therein
might be deprived of its proportion of
the interest of the public-school fund
during such neglect or infraction. Art.
XI, See. 9. No sectarian instruction
shall be imparted or tolerated in any
school or university that may be estab-
lished under this Constitution.
It will be observed, that, of the above
cases which directly relate to the Bible
in the public schools, the Maine case
was decided on the ground, that, the
Bible was used as a reading book, and
not as a book of devotion or instruction
in sectarian or religious dogmas; and
that therefore the school committee's
function of choice of a book, not ob-
jected to as unfit for the purpose for
which itwas used, was not subject to
control by the courts. The Massachu-
setts case treated the ceremony of read'
ing the Bible and prayer as not neces-
sarily a religious exercise, so far as the
plaintiff was concerned, because there
was no compulsory act of worship or
devotion required. The Iowa case is
of little significance, because of the
absence of any reasons whatever for
the judgment rendered, excepting that
implied in the remark that it was not
conceived to have been the intention of
the framers of the Constitution to have
the logical efiect of their words insisted
upon. The Ohio case was decided
principally on the ground that under
the State Constitution the use of the
Bible in the public schools was not
conmpulsory. The principal case, in
deciding, after a careful examination of
the questions involved, that the use of
the Bible in the public schools was not
ternissible for purposes of worship or
religious instruction, advances upon the
decision, while following the argument,
in the Ohio case. The Maine case, in.
upholding the legality of the use of the
Bible merely as a reading book is not
questioned by the later decisions, but
the decision in Siller v. Zizhabitantr
of Woburn, (sepra) that the reading
of the Bible with prayer was not neces-
sarily a religious exercise, is not main-
tained by the cases in Ohio and Wis-
consin, and the principle of the decision
was objected to in the cases in Illinois
and Nevada. The fact that the attend-
ance during the exercise was not com-
pulsory, was doubtless the basis for the
decision in Spiller's case. The answer
to this as in argument is found in the
opinion of Judge LyoN, in the Wis-
consin case.
The three grounds upon which the
judges rested their decisions in the
principal case :-that reading from the
Bible in the public schools as an open-
ing exercise was (I) a violation of the
rights of conscience, (2) compulsory
support of a place of worship, (3) sec-
tarian instrction,-are comprehensive,
and suggest the lines upon which the
argument must be made in the States.
that have yet to decide the question for
themselves. In almost all the discussions
as to the constitutionality of the use of
the Bible in the public schools, those
who defend its use assert the doctrine
that Christianity is part of the common.
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law in the United States (see, for a con-
sideration of this specific proposition,
the leading article in this number).
Even if the proposition were proven so
as to be in any definite sense true, it
would not dispose of the constitutional
objections to the use of the King James
Version of the Bible in the schools.
The argument to be of any avail should
be directed to proving that Protestant
Christianity is part of our common law.
It is very natural for Protestants to as-
sume that only their conception or con-
ceptions of Christianity and only their
translation of the Bible and only their
method of using it are right. But
politically speaking there is nothing in
the Federal or in any of the State Con-
stitutions, with the exception of that of
New Hampshire, to justify the assump-
tion. In a civil forum, Roman Catholi.
cism doubtlesshas the same presumption
in its favor as Protestantism. And if
neither Roman Catholic nor Protestant
Christianity is part of our law in the
sense that its dogmas are to be affirma-
atively maintained by the State, the
position of the Jew who denies both
forms, and of others who do not rank
themselves as either Protestants, Catho-
lics or Jews, would seem entitled to
consideration. The conscientious opin-
ions of individuals of any faith or of no
faith, are not permitted, of course, to
stand in the way of the exercise by the
State, of its legitimate functions of
government. This is well illustrated in
the cases holding that conscientious
scruples as to the observance of days
must be ignored when they conflict
with civil obligations: Simon's Execn-
tors v. Gratz (1831), 2 P. & IV. (Pa.)
412; Ferriter v. Tyler (1876), 48 Vt.
444. In the former of these cases, the
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania held
that the conscientious scruples of a Jew
to appear in Court, and attend to the
trial of his cause on Saturday, the Jewish
Sabbath, was no ground for the con-
tinuance of his cause, Chief Justice
GIBSON declaring that the course of
jultice could not be obstructed by any
scruple or obligation whatever. In the
latter case, the Supreme Court of Ver-
mont maintained the legality of the
expulsion of Catholic children from a
public school and of the prohibition of
their further attendance, after they had,
in obedience to the command of their
parents and the priest, absented them-
selves from school, contrary to the rules,
on a church festival day.
But the immediate question raised by
the principal case is, whether the people
of the States have not by constitutional
limitations wisely fettered the depart-
ments of government, so as to preserve
to the minority certain rights of both a
positive and a negative kind in the
domain of conscience, which the ma-
jority can not lawfully impair, and
whether the privilege of children to
enjoy all the advantages of the public
school, without being exposed to what
they consider objectionable religious in-
fluences, is not one of these rights.
The limits of this note do not permit
of an examination of all the cognate
questions that may be raised in seeking
an answer to the inquiry. The State in
many ways recognizes the Bible as the
sacred book of the majority of the peo-
ple, as in the common method of oath-
taking, and in exempting the book from
liability to levy in execution, in certain
cases. The United States and many of
the States, in legislation and usage,
likewise avail themselves of the reli-
gious customs of the majority of the
people, based upon the commonly re-
ceived teachings of the Bible, as in the
appointment of army and legislative
chaplains, and in having the sessions of
some of their deliberative bodies opened
with prayer. This is only natural, in
view of the pervading and well nigh
universal value of the religious instinct,
and the fact that the rule of the majority
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prevails, and that therefore the customs
sanctioned by the majority, other things
being equal, would be expected to be in-
corporated more or less into the people's
political life. But specific constitutional
limitations, designed for the protection
of the minority, are obviously entitled
to more weight than either legislation
or general custom. And if the letter
and the spirit of our constitutional
guarantees require the subsidence of
custom, even though so valuable or, as
many consider, so necessary a book as
the Bible lose its place in schools sup-
ported by the State, the constitutional
guaranty must be upheld.
Upon the general subject, Samuel T.
Spear's Religion and the State (Dodd,
Mead & Co., N.Y., 1876) may be read
with profit.
. A. H. WINTERSTEEN.
Philadelphia.
.[Between the decision in Donahue
v. Richards, by the Supreme Court of
Maine in 1854 and that in Syiller v.
Znt/abitants, by the Massachusetts Court
in I866, (subra, page 323), there was
the interesting case of Comm. v. Cooke,
in the Police Court of Boston, in April,
x859, andreported 7 AMERIcAN LAW
REGISTER, 0. S. 417. It was an as-
sault and battery case, a teacher having
whipped a boy for refusing to recite the
Lord's prayer and the Ten Command-
ments. The School Committee re-
quired the pupils to learn, and once a
week to recite, the Ten Commandnents;
the morning exercises were to begin,
each day, by reading a portion of Scrip-
ture, followed by the Lord's Prayer.
The same arguments were advanced as
received favorable consideration in the
principal case (especially pages 301-3),
and received this answer : "Those who
drafted and adopted our Constitution
could never have intended it to meet
such narrow and sectarian views. That
section of the Constitution was clearly
intended for higher and nobler purposes.
* * * It was intended to prevent
persecution by punishing for religious
opinions. The Bible has long been in
our common schools. It was placed
there by our fathers, not for the pur-
pose of teaching sectarian religion, but
a knowledge of God and of his will,
whose practice is religion. * * *
But, in doing this, no scholar is request-
ed to believe it, none to receive it as the
only true version of the laws of God."
MAINE, J., pp. 422, 423.
[Space forbids the insertion at this
place, of the various constitutional pro-
visions in all of the States of the Union,
but they will soon appear in connection
with a leading article on The Constitu-
tional Provisions Relative to Religion
and the Deity, in which the action of
the people in defining freedom for both
the religious and the irreligious will be
considered.
[The specific subject of Sunday laws
and contracts, with reviews of the leg-
islation and judicial opinions upon the
cases arising from violations thereof,
has been treated in two leading articles
in THE REGISTER: one by J. H. Lind
in N. S., Vol. XVII, page 281, and the
other by Angelo T. Freedley in N. S.,
Vol. XIX, pages 137, 209, 273.-ED.]
